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The $10K Run Episode 001 - Introduction

Hello there and welcome to The $10K Run. I ‘m Wendy Byford and in this podcast we'll explore what it
takes to make the ﬁrst $10,000 per month at your business and beyond. Whatever business you're in,
however long you've been struggling, in this podcast you’re home. So settle in and let's get started.
This is episode one of The $10K run. In this ﬁrst audio, I'm going to do three things.
First, explain what this podcast is all about so that you'll know if this is something that you
want to follow;
Explain why it's an important topic;
And three, give you the logistics that we're planning to follow.
So ﬁrst, what's this podcast all about.
In The $10K Run, we'll be talking about the journey every entrepreneur takes to their ﬁrst milestone,
the milestone that lets them know that they aren't wasting their time and there's value in what they're
doing. Now, generally when we start a business, one of the things that our coaches, our colleagues,
our family members ask is how much money are you planning to make. Generally the answer is, well,
six ﬁgures or $10,000 a month.
Now why is that? Well, there really isn't any magic in the numbers $100,000 or $120,000; but
generally that's our answer because that's the point at which we'll be able to do some of the things
that we've been dreaming about - like quit our corporate job or send our kids to college or take our
parents on a cruise. Something that's meaningful to us, something we can take pride in and
something that we can do without breaking the bank because we're earning enough money each
month.
Okay, that's fair. But why is this topic so important? Well, it isn't the run up to the $10,000 a month
that's so important. It's building the foundation as we go that will let us blast through that $10,000 a
month and onto building a real business.
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Okay. Now you may be thinking, "Hold on. Isn't $10,000 a month a real business? It certainly feels like
it." Well, actually what it usually feels like is a job. A job that you built, you control, and you can't get
out of. This dream of running your own business is now the curse of having built a well paying 24/7
job and it's a job that you can't sell because well, you're it.
All of it. You do almost everything. If you leave for more than a few days, the business stops. You're
constantly checking your media, your emails, your text messages so that you don't miss anything
important. That's not what you envisioned when you thought about becoming an entrepreneur.
So we're going to talk about laying a foundation to build a real business that will let you have the
lifestyle that you want.
Sound good? All right. Then let's move on to logistics. New episodes of this podcast will be released
every week and on some weeks we'll have interviews of people who are multiple, six and seven ﬁgure
income earners who have made the journey that we're talking about.
I hope you'll ﬁnd their stories inspiring and that you'll take away a few nuggets to help you on your
way. On alternate weeks we'll talk about the business topics that will help you with building that
foundation that I spoke about earlier.
Well, that's it. So if this sounds like something that you want to be involved in, please subscribe to
the podcast so that you don't miss an episode and remember to check our show notes. Thanks.
Okay. That's it for this episode of The $10K Run. Please remember to go to www.bizengaged.com to
see the show notes there. You'll ﬁnd the links for any products or programs that we've discussed.
Take care everyone and I will see you next time. Bye.
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